Abstract: This paper presents a mathematical model for the propagation of errors in body segment kinematics to the location of the center of rotation. Three functional calibration techniques, usually employed for the gleno-humeral joint, are studied: the methods based on the pivot of the instantaneous helical axis (PIHA) or the finite helical axis (PFHA), and the "symmetrical center of rotation estimation" (SCoRE). A procedure for correcting the effect of soft tissue artifacts is also proposed, based on the equations of those techniques and a model of the artifact, like the one that can be obtained by double calibration. An experiment with a mechanical analogue was performed to validate the procedure and compare the performance of each technique. The raw error (between 57 and 68 mm) was reduced by a proportion of between 1:6 and less than 1:15, depending on the artifact model and the mathematical method. The best corrections were obtained by the SCoRE method. Some recommendations about the experimental setup for functional calibration techniques and the choice of a mathematical method are derived from theoretical considerations about the formulas and the results of the experiment. 
added random noise to a theoretical motion (Camomilla et al., 2006; Ehrig et al., 2006 Ehrig et al., , 27 2011 ), but such simulations do not provide an adequate representation of actual errors in 28
FCTs (Sangeux et al., 2011) . Such errors are chiefly due to soft tissue artifacts (STA), 29 which are simulated in some cases as -continuous noise‖ signals, with sinusoidal or 30
Gaussian motions added to marker positions (Begon and Lacouture, 2005; Begon et al., 31 2007) , although STA do not generally follow those patterns (Cerveri et al., 2005) . Other 32 simulations use real motion patterns of individual markers that have been observed in 33 previous studies (Halvorsen et al., 1999) , or measured in a deformable mechanical 34 analogue (MacWilliams, 2008) . However, real STA patterns can be modeled with fewer 35 variables and independently of specific marker configurations, taking into account that 36 the kinematic calculations are only affected by the rigid motion component, which is 37 usually a function of the motion cycle (De Rosario et al., 2012) . 38
The possibility of modeling STA as a function of joint kinematics (Camomilla et al., 39 2013) provides the opportunity of attempting their correction. This idea is the basis of 40 techniques like the double calibration, whereby the motion of markers in the bone frame 41 is linearly interpolated between previously measured positions at the ends of the motion 42 cycle Brochard et al., 2011 To simplify the calculations, the proximal segment was considered to be fixed, so that 53 all the kinematic variables represent the relative motion of the distal segment, as seen in 54 the proximal reference frame. Quaternions were preferred to other ways of representing 55 rotations like matrices, Euler angles or orientation vectors, because they allowed more 56 compact mathematical models of CoR errors, although it would be possible to derive 57 such models from any other representation. For any unit quaternion, its complex vector 58 and real scalar components,
and wt q respectively, were defined by 59 the rotation angle t  and the direction of the helical axis t e as follows (Chou, 1992) : 60 The method recommended by the ISB consists of calculating all the locations of the 71 instantaneous helical axis during the calibration movements, and finding the nearest 72 point to them (Woltring, 1990) . This is equivalent to solving the following matrix 73 Since errors are very sensitive for low angular velocities, the frames where t w is lower 80 than 0.25 rad/s are usually discarded Stokdijk et al., 2000) . 81
Pivot of Finite Helical Axes (PFHA) 82
The second method is a variant of the former, where the target point is the pivot of the 83 finite helical axis (FHA), calculated from the displacement of skin markers with respect 84 to a fixed, reference position (Woltring, 1985) . It is often used to calibrate the hip joint 85 8 center, but has also been applied to the GHJ (Lempereur et al., 2010) . A weighting 86 factor equal to   2 / sin 2 t  may be used for an optimal compensation of small rotation 87 errors (Ehrig et al., 2006) . Using quaternions and the translation of the origin Ot d , the 88 PFHA equation with this weighting factor is similar to (4): 89
SCoRE 91
The SCoRE method does not look for a fixed point, but a pair of points, one of each 92 linked segment, that keep a minimal distance during the motion, such that the CoR is 93 defined as the midpoint between them. The original equation defined by Ehrig et al. 94 (2006) may be rewritten as a function of the vectors and matrices described above: 95
where C  is the vector that defines the distance between the two points, and   t q T is 97 defined for the quaternion t q as:
Error estimation 100
If the CoR position were known beforehand, and the origin of coordinates were located 101 at that point, C r , Ot u , and Ot d would ideally be null. Thus, in the presence of errors, 102 assuming that they are small with respect to the main motion, equations (4), (7) and (8) 103 may be used to calculate linear approximations of the CoR error C r  , as functions of the 104 error in velocities and translations at the theoretical CoR: 105
Note that in these formulas all the variables, including the kinematic errors . In such cases, 111 those variables must be rotated before applying the equations: 112 , ; 
The true CoR of the rigid bar was calculated by a preliminary calibration with the three 136 methods, combining various movements (symmetric and asymmetric flexion, elevation, 137 and half circumduction), each with three maximum angles, from 20º to 60º. The three 138 resulting CoR were averaged, and its accuracy was assessed by the SCoRE residual 139 . In subsequent calculations, the origin of the reference system was 140 translated to this average, -optimal‖ CoR. 141
For the experimental measure of the CoR, three typical calibration motions were used, 142 as defined in Table 1 (Leardini et al., 1999; Piazza et al., 2004) . The motions of the bar 143 and foam marker sets were recorded simultaneously. The foam markers were used to 144 calculate the experimental CoR with STA, using the three methods. Since the origin of 145 coordinates was located at the theoretical CoR, the resulting values were a measure of 146 the CoR error. 147
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The finite components of the STA in the moving frame  
were calculated 148 from the relative motion between both marker sets (De Rosario et al., 2012) . The 149 corresponding field of velocities was estimated from their derivatives, considering small 150
The displacement of the markers in the reference frame of the bar was measured, and 154 the rotation artifact was compared to in vivo results published by Hamming et al. 155 (2012) . were derived from their finite counterparts for 175 both the functional average and the linear interpolation (Page et al., 2009a (Page et al., , 2010 , and 176 all the variables were rotated to express them in the fixed reference frame. 177
The goodness-of-fit was measured in both cases for the translational components 178
, which are the ones that influenced the CoR error, using the coefficient of 179 determination 2 R , i.e. the ratio between the variance explained by the STA model and 180 the total variance of the STA parameters. 181
Then, both STA models were used to predict the CoR errors from equations (10) to 182 (12), and they were subtracted from the raw results to obtain -corrected‖ centers. Z-coordinate (the medio-lateral axis in the shoulder analogue), which was drastically 210 reduced to less than 11 mm with both corrections. 211
The highest and lowest errors varied across methods for each set of calculations, 212 although PIHA gave the highest in two cases (uncorrected and linear interpolation), and 213 SCoRE the lowest in both corrections. To evaluate these differences in statistical terms, 214 
Discussion

218
The effect of marker errors in the calculation of rotation centers has already been 219 studied analytically for planar motion (Bryant et al., 1984; Crisco III et al., 1994) , and 220 also for 3-D instantaneous kinematics (Page et al., 2007) . This study has extended that 221 approach to the analysis of the 3-D CoR, giving explicit error formulas for three FCT 222 methods that are usually applied to the GHJ (PIHA, PFHA, and SCoRE), and proposing 223 a procedure to correct STA effects that can be summarized in three steps: 224 The properties of the error model and the correction method were illustrated by an 232 experiment with a mechanical analogue, a frequent resource for experimental 233 validations of mathematical procedures (Camomilla et al., 2006; MacWilliams, 2008; 234 Piazza et al., 2001 ), since they facilitate testing multiple configurations and movements, 235 with rigorous control of the errors. 236
An important point is that the only element of STA that matters in FCT is the 237 translational component of the artifact (displacement or velocity, depending on the 238 algorithm) at the CoR. However, rotation or angular velocity errors also create 239 translational errors proportional to the distance between the CoR and the marker cluster 240 center (Crisco III et al., 1994; Woltring et al., 1985 Woltring et al., , 1990 . Thus, the recommendation 241 of placing the markers away from the joint to increase the signal-to-noise ratio 242 (Kratzenstein et al., 2012) should be approached cautiously, to avoid large marker 243 eccentricities. Related to this, it is notable that the cluster of foam markers was mainly 244 separated from the CoR in the direction of the Z-axis, and the CoR error in that axis 245 (before correcting it) was about 10 times the error in the other directions. 246
Regarding the different calculation techniques, the most important formal distinction is 247 between the velocity-based method (PIHA) and those based on positions (PFHA, 248 SCoRE). The latter may be preferred for noisy data, where velocities cannot be derived 249 accurately. Likewise, velocity errors may also increase in calibrations that include 250 quick, -explosive‖ gestures . On the other hand, if the STA is a 251 displacement of the markers that remains approximately constant during the central part 252 of the motion cycle, and its main increment occurs at the ends of the cycle, PIHA may 253 be less sensitive to such errors than position-based methods. In the reported experiment, 254 uncorrected errors were higher for PIHA, and the estimations of velocity errors were 255 worse fitted to the actual STA than the finite translation error. As could be expected 256 from that, the correction of the CoR by the PIHA method was outperformed by at least 257 one of the other methods, although the differences were not significant. 258
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The difference between PFHA and SCoRE is more subtle: both are optimizations of 259 similar objective functions (a point of minimum relative displacement, and a couple of 260 points with minimum separation during the measurement, respectively). SCoRE is 261 advantageous when the error comes from both linked segments, since it does not 262 introduce a bias depending on what segment is considered -fixed‖ in the analysis. In the 263 reported experiment, one of the segments was actually fixed, so that advantage could 264 not be noticed. Accordingly, although SCoRE performed better than PFHA for both 265 error corrections, the differences between PFHA and SCoRE were not significant, as 266 also happened in previous studies with simulated and real data (Ehrig et al., 2006; 267 Lempereur et al., 2010) . In fact, the comparison of equations (7) and (8) Finally, it has been shown how the correction from estimated STA patterns may 271 drastically reduce the error of the CoR. In the example experiment, the proportion 272 between corrected and uncorrected errors ranged from 1:6 to 1:15. Those ratios were 273 better than the ones obtained by improving the marker cluster design (Kratzenstein et 274 al., 2012) , solidification procedures (Begon and Lacouture, 2005) , or different variants 275 of the Optimal Common Shape Technique . 276
Nevertheless, such quantitative results must be treated with caution, since they come 277 from an artificial experimental setup, which may not represent the actual kinematic 278 characteristics of human motion and artifacts in real conditions. In this case, the relative 279 motion of the markers was similar to typical values of human STA in the top and central 280 rows, and within reported ranges but larger than usual in the bottom row (Leardini et al., 281 2005; Stagni et al., 2005) . The average STA rotations were also normal, although the 282 peak values of the elevation angle and plane were higher than in vivo results. Likewise, 283 the uncorrected CoR error (over 57 mm) was greater than the errors reported for human 284 joints using the same methods, which are normally lower than 40 mm (Cereatti et al., 285 2009 ). The relative performance of the error correction method might be overestimated 286 due to such great initial errors, but in any case, the error of the corrected CoR (between 287 3.6 and 11 mm) was lower than the 15-to-20 mm error reported for in vivo measures of 288 the GHJ (Lempereur et al., 2010; Nikooyan et al., 2011) , in spite of the large initial 289 error. 290
An additional advantage of this method for estimating and correcting CoR errors is that 291 it can be implemented with the same computer programs that are used for calculating its 292 position by standard procedures. The only challenging part is obtaining a model of the 293 STA. But it has been shown that even simple estimations like a piecewise linear 294 interpolation achieved excellent results. Thus, this method can be applied to obtain 295 improved estimations of the CoR of real joints by means of the normal FCT procedures, 296 plus a double calibration or other linear approximations of STA (Camomilla et al., 297 2013 
